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My story of participation
How was this magazine created?
This magazine was created by the participants who
attended the seminar "Let's have our say", organised by
MIJARC Europe in Kranevo, Bulgaria, in July 2019.
The magazine is full of genuine stories of young people of
different ages, coming from several countries in Europe who
participate in a variety of ways and who found inspiration
and determination in taking small steps even when there was
nothing or nobody to encourage or to support them.
These stories were written during a reflection session held at
the end of the seminar, when participants tought about what
had brought them there and about how they had built their
road to participation. They are written in simple words,
sometimes using “imperfect” English and a very raw writing
style but they abound in honesty, innocence, kindness and
inspiration. They tell the story of youth participation as
experienced by young people in real life and must therefore
be read with an open mind and a caring soul.
May you find inspiration to start your own story of
participation and may you never forget that any step, big
or small, can make a change.
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"When I started going to MJRC-Spain meetings, I considered it the only way of actively
participating in the life of my village and also the only way of contributing to its
maintenance. I am 19 and since I was born only four other children have been born in a
village which now counts 120 inhabitants. Slowly, I have seen how there were fewer of
us, the average age increased and basic services decreased and nobody was doing
anything to avoid it.
For me it was also a contradiction to be part of a Christian movement because their
ideals did not fully match with mines. Nevertheless, this time in MJRC was useful for me
to realise a lot of things about the church that I did not know. I had replaced the old
topics that I had about it for a hope of change, although I still disagreed with its structure
and many other things.
What began as a fake choice because there were no other options (there were no other
youth movements I could join) has developed over the years into commitment, desire to
work and the power of choosing things. I started attending meetings of MJRC with a
group made of catechesis to do the confirmation of faith. A lot of them abandoned the
group but some stayed. The frequency of meetings, debates, the movement’s
environment and its ideals encouraged me to continue, attending regional and national
meetings. After all of this I was proposed as the economic responsible, a position that I
still have today.
All the work from this course, our campaign about women and their empowerment and
the fight against the invisibility of their work, gave me even more strength to continue.
Slowly, I started to believe that we can obtain dignified conditions in the life of villages
and that increasingly more youth will choose the rural environment to continue their
lives.
In my story, at the beginning there was disillusion and demotivation, but they slowly
turned into strength, hope and the will to work for the future of villages.
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"I like to think about myself as a happy-go-lucky child, always trying to see the
best things in life since I never really had real problems in my own life.
Unfortunately, the world is not such a happy place for everyone. Ever since I
was a kid I always enjoyed seeing everyone happy and I would sometimes feel
sad for the people who were going through hard times. When I was 9 years old
I had the opportunity to join JARC-Portugal and to know and work with other
people like me. I made a lot of friends who mean a lot to me and together we
made some projects in our communities. It made me feel quite happy seeing us,
young people, make a difference and making other people smile. I really
enjoyed participating actively in other people’s lives and making a difference.
That is why I joined JARC and then MIJARC Europe, to make the world a
happier and a better place, despite all the injustice and wrongdoing in the
world. I think we are on the right track to build a world where everyone has a
say, despite of how hard this might be."

GUSTAVO
VICENTE
Portugal
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"Fearless. Proud. Always on the run, a
little loud.
Scared and damned. That’s what am I
Searching for the fire that I try
So curiously
To find out.

ADELINA
ZHIYANSKI
Bulgaria

6 p.m. and a phone call. Mom. Saying:
“Hey, I was thinking…”
“Look, I have a lot of things… could we
have it for tonight?”
I nervously muttered.
“Oh, okay.” She answered.
And I hung up the phone.
9 p.m.
And while we were sitting on the kitchen
table
(me and my so dearly beloved mother, oh,
and
By then my calmed nerves) and the sun
Had already decided to leave for its night
walk,
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Something clicked in me and as more and
more my
Mother was talking, the more I started to
realise
That what she was talking about was a
journey,
I wanted to fit in my life path.
And here I am, still a little bit lost, a little
found
With all my ideas and some thoughts,
Little conscious, no, a lot
Courageously stepping on the ladder of
your team,
I guess that’s something that I’m feeling
deep within,
And since the steps are so much more,
I guess, I want to walk with you,
And each and everyone of them all."
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MERCIECA
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"I came to this project expecting to learn more about
politics and I did. I also got the chance to know new people
and have fun with them. Now I have a lot of friends in
many countries in Europe and there are more chances we
will meet again. I also learnt to respect the small things
because if you do not than you are not ready for better
things."

MOHAMMAD
SHIRSOLEIMAN
the Netherlands
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"Thirty years ago in this communist country I was born in nobody cared about what children or
young people had to say. Children were just adults-to-be whose value was to be acknowledged only
when they became productive, got a job and supported a family. Participation was a luxury even for
grown-ups and many paid with their lives or years of imprisonment for having made their voices
heard. Protest, riots, social media, blogs, consultations or involvement were unheard of and
participation was just going to school and getting good marks.
Oh, the road was bumpy, cracked and in desperate need or somebody to take care of it and there we
started, step by step, thought by thought, deed by deed. I remember the first time I experienced what
we now call “non-formal education methods”. I was 16 and it blew my mind, turned my world upside
down and opened numerous side roads to this one long, straight, bumpy street my live had been
driven on. I give myself credit for believing in these side roads, testing them, allowing myself to make
mistakes and asking for help when barriers were too high for me to climb.

FLORINA
POTIRNICHE
Romania

Volunteering, that was something new, not easy to grasp and quite dangerous for those from previous
generations. “How will it help you?”, “What benefit will you have?” and I did not have the answers to
these questions, but I trusted my intuition and that powerful voice inside which led me on the road. It
could have been the wrong choice but I always trusted the road, I knew I would always find a pebble
or a sign to quietly guide me and I knew every dead end would take me back to myself, to looking
behind, returning in order to start all over again. It paid off for me, it gave me invaluable benefits,
memories, friends, a career and that wonderful feeling of waking up on a Saturday morning, at 5 A.M.
to start a training course always with a smile on my face, with the feeling of worthiness and meaning.
Privileged, that’s how I feel. Gratitude, that’s what I feel. Motivation, that’s why I feel. A road is not just
a way of getting from one point to another. It means something more. You evolve with every step, with
every project, meeting, seminar, training course, webinar, team meeting, rejected application or that
one positive answer that makes you cry in a place full of people in Spain because you know that
means at least 500 more people will grow and develop through the activities your organisation will
run for the next two years.
Be travellers and builders, passengers or drivers, but trust the road, be part of the group that threads
on it even when there’s nobody in front of you. They will join you, they will start gathering behind you
but you’ll have no time to look behind because your eye is on the road, deciding the way with the
destination in your mind and in your heart. This is what participation is all about. Be brave, be
fearless and be persistent!."
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DZHAFER
SAATCHA
Bulgaria
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NAIRA
DARBINYAN
Armenia
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TOMAS
VICENTE
Portugal

"I consider myself to be a lucky person because I never felt any real
hardship. However, the injustice in this world it’s a thing that I could
never understand and has always bothered me. I have a saying which
goes like this: “life is beautiful but the world sucks”, and since I can
remember I’ve been trying to help others. My mother even says that I
should worry more about myself and less about the others and that life is
going to teach me that if I do not care for myself no one will. I find that
ironic because she is just like me and as a stubborn person I never care
much about other people’s advice.
I grew up in a small countryside village where people are really closeminded but have a really strong and united community where everyone
help each other and looks out for his neighbour. However, I felt that I
could only work on a local level and that the spirit of our little village
could never be spread throughout the world and that it was really hard to
participate on a regional level. So, when I was 9 years old I found out
about JARC-Portugal and I was it as the perfect opportunity to spread our
values and make the world a better place. It all seemed perfect but as the
years went by more and more people started leaving the movements and
the ones that stayed were losing their motivation. I thought about quitting
several times because I found myself kind of alone and the people I
considered my mentors in the movement did not make the transition
process. And so, when I was about to quit I had the opportunity to go to
Malta with MIJARC Europe because there were really not many people
interested in going. That experience really changed my life and that is
why I am here today, our movement is still picking up its pieces but I
think we are back on the right track."
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TOMAS
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MARIE VAN DER
MEIREN
Belgium
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ENYA
PUTIGNANO
Malta
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"Twenty-six years ago a girl in a small village in a rural village in the
south of Malta was born. My relatives were never very keen in getting
involved in the community and were never aware of what was going
on in the country. We rarely followed the news and were very passive
in whatever policies and laws were implemented.
Nowadays, as a teacher, I realise how important participation is. It
never occurred to me before I started doing interviews in order to start
working as a Spanish teacher within a state school, at the age of
twenty-three. I never knew how fundamental non-formal education
and involvement were. I had plenty of closed doors until I finally
managed to start teaching in secondary school last September. Only
then did I realise how extremely important voicing your opinions and
thought, participating and giving your contribution are.
However, it only became much clearer in April, when a group of
MIJARC Europe participants came to my village in Malta in order to
discover more about it. This made me understand that even my village
matters, even though it is very small and might also seem old
considering the amount of elderly people living in it. This made me feel
very motivated and the second I learnt that there was going to be a
project about youth participation, I applied as I felt the need to do it.
One should not only be aware of the importance of participation, but
also take action and it is the first step towards change. Speak up! Get
up! Stand up for your rights!"
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ENYA
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GIORGIO
SPORRY
the Netherlands
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YONKO
DODEV
Bulgaria

"When I was a child I lived in a small mountain village. I loved the forests and I
dreamed to work as a forester - to take care of and protect the forests.
I graduated the Forest University and I started to work in the local Forest State. But the
forest mafia was there too. The forest workers did not protect the forests but they just
cut the trees for money. The policemen, all local authorities knew about that but nobody
took care of that because they took money from the mafia.
I was twenty-five years old and I was deputy director of the local Forest State. I faced
this awful reality face to face. I was so young but I thought, I hoped, I believed I could
change that terrible reality and I tried, I did my best but I failed. I was really
disappointed. I thought my life did not have any sense because I could not do anything.
And then, I met a woman who told me my future. She told me: you will travel abroad a
lot, you will meet many new people, you will make many changes.
Of course I did not believe her. Bulgaria was not part of the European Union back then
and I had never travelled abroad. I did not even have a passport and I could not speak
English at all.
The next year, I and my friends created our small youth organisation YMDRAB. After 1
year YMDRAB became part of MIJARC Europe and my life started changing. I travelled
abroad a lot, I had more than thirty trips abroad, I started to learn English, I met
wonderful people, I experienced some of the strongest positive emotions in my life. I
met my wife during a MIJARC Europe youth exchange and our children grew up during
YMDRAB’s youth activities.
Also, I went back to the forest work. Now, I am a forest researcher and give my
contribution to develop forest science and environmental protection.
I do now know if it God who manages our life or if it just destiny but I already know –
YOU CAN. Rember – YOU CAN.
You can make your dreams reality.
You can make changes in your life.
You can change the life of other people.
Please do it! YOU CAN"
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ANDRE
LAGEIRO
Portugal
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ARMAN
GRIGORYAN
Armenia
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"Make your actions bigger than your fears!"
"Young people must be empowered and enabled to participate in the political and social
processes in general. I have started my experience seven or eight years ago, when I started
volunteering in different non-governmental organisations. Having been engaged in the field of
youth work, I became more and more sure that youth is the first and the most important key to
making the changes in our world.
Well, the best experience I have had is I regard to FYCA – Armenia. I have started to initiate
different kinds of campaigns in the field of human rights education, democracy, sustainable
development and environmental protection. Day by day I felt more and more confident since I
realised that even though my steps small as an individual, they brought a lot of changes to my
society. These all helped me to become more ambitious, motivated and determined to always
be ready for new challenges and to address a lot of solutions to the existing issues.
Never give up and always keep trying to make youth participation better and more effective as
it is the key to a more just society in which young people have the role they deserve."

ARMINE
MOVSESYAN
Armenia
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ADRIAN
LAMBRU
Romania
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"Coming here was for me a coincidence brought by hope and fear, inspired by
someone from the inside. I feared that I would disappoint, that I would not leave a
mark and that I would just be gone. Forgotten by everyone that matters or
remembered for everything I did wrong. Yet, I was hopeful that walking that small
step that is participation would give me direction, the means to do something great
and leave my mark in a positive way to someone, even if it was just one person. I
hoped that I would learn the ways to act, to initiate change and make a difference.
And I DID learn that I am not powerless, that what I think matters and most
importantly that what I do matters the most. It may have been a coincidence that
made me come here but the happiness that I am going home with isn’t by chance
at all thanks to all of you."

GEORGI
BOLGUROV
Bulgaria
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"I started volunteering two years ago in
Yerevan, Armenia. At first I did not quite
know what it was, what challenges it would
bring and how much fun it could be. In my
childhood years I was maybe the shiest
person ever, but deep inside I really wanted
to participate and do my best in everything I
did. Participation gives lots of things –
challenges, new people, new chances and a
new YOU!

LILIT
HOVAKIMYAN
Armenia

As people say, everything is on the other side
of fear. So, I was participating to a lot of
events, Olympiads, contests and so on and it
was the best feeling when I won one. Before
you try something that is out of your comfort
one, you always feel anxious, unsure,
nervous, but when you get out of your
comfort zone that is where real life beings
and the real you emerges.
So today, in my organisation, I participate as
much as possible, give myself new challenges,
meet new and amazing people who want to
participate and look outside the box.
Participation is one of the most important
things to do in your life and in the life of
others."
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RODRIGO
DUARTE
Portugal
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"I am Justus and my story begins when I was a young child. As a young
child I did not work so much in a group or organisation and I spent a lot
of time alone at home. I heard about some youth work but I did not want
to join these groups, so I spent even more time at home without any goals.
However, my older brother cam to me and told me that I had to go with
him. Jut one try and if I did not like it and did not want to go again then it
would be OK. So I went to an event of the church for young people and I
loved it. I loved to work with other people, to have fun and to speak about
different topics. I joined the group the exact same evening and went to
every event they had. After some time, I organised my first project and
became aware of what young people could do together.

JUSTUS
KATHMANN
Germany

The youth work pleased me so much that I decided to join KLJB and get
even more great experiences. We organised big events and did everything
together. At the point I realised that I was the luckiest person ever. I could
go to project and sport games and have my friends anywhere around me.
I realised I was not alone anymore and that I was part of a big group and
of our future and that it was the best things in the world.
Nevertheless, I realised a second thing: what if my brother had never
talked to me about all this or had not “forced” me to give it a try? So,
never hesitate to join youth groups, to youth work, talk to each other and
do everything together.."
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JUSTUS
KATHMANN
Germany
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NELLY
CHIBUKHCHYAN
Armenia
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"Five years ago when I was thirteen years old there was a math competition in my
school. I will be honest, I was not the most active, nor the smartest pupils in my school,
but my Mom told me to try and take part in this competition. I was very surprised when
the teacher told me that I was the winner of this competition.
When the organising team of my school invited me to be part of the pupils’ council, I was
the most excited kid in the world. That is how I started to participate. I started to
participate in different events and competitions. After two years, my sister Armina, told
me about volunteer work and youth organisations. I was really impressed and excited
and I started my path as a volunteer in FYCA. Then, when I was fifteen, I participated in
the coolest summer camp, which was organised by the coolest international youth
organisation, MIJARC Europe, in Armenia.
Yes, there were really a lot of events and projects in my schools but after the first activity
in this summer camp, I realised that that project was going to be different from other.
There were so many interesting activities, energizers, discussions and this in a very nonformal way.
After that project I realised that youth work, volunteer work and all things connected
with young people were cool and I wanted to be part of that!."
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LAQUISIA
WOLDA
the
Netherlands
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"I always wanted to do something for others, help to
make things better for me and for others. However, I had
the feeling that I had to grow first before I could do
something for others. I went to KLJ and reflected on
different subjects. We thought about ourselves and
others and how we could work together to make
something better in this world."

LINDY
LEMABLE
BELGIUM
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ANATOLI
SIMEONOV
BULGARIA
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"“Participation” – something I’ve been missing too many years in my life. Because I
would have isolated myself from the other people. I do not know why. I was not a
shy person. Rarely have I been scared of something, so any explanation seemed
impossible to find. I wouldn’t participate and had no societal life. Not even in my
personal life. At all.
So after this seminar I want to say:

CRISTIANA
PALMA
Portugal

Dear boys and girls,
Thank you very much for choosing to participate in this project. Thank you for
taking part in all the activities, thank you for sharing your thoughts, for opening
your heart in front of some people who one week ago you would consider strangers.
Thank you for being yourselves in front of everyone. Thank you for not being
afraid. For those of you who have never participate in a MIJARC Europe project,
thank you for giving us the chance to meet you, to work with you, to hear your
voices out load, to meet your eyes in front of ours."
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SARA
NEAGU
Romania
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ANTHEA
TABONE
Malta
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YENTE
HERMANS
Belgium
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DANIELA
ORDOWSKI
Germany
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